Student for development position (Python)

Job description

Alcatel-Lucent a world leader in network technologies and a pioneer in applications and services is now building a fast growing group to develop its innovative cloud solution for service providers. CloudBand is the foundation for a new class of 'carrier cloud' services that will enable communications service providers to bring the benefits of the cloud to their own networks and business operations.

CloudBand brings together the computing power and flexibility of the cloud with the high performance, reliability and security of communications networks. CloudBand is the foundation for a new class of 'carrier cloud' services. Carrier cloud services will enable communications service providers to bring the benefits of the cloud to their own networks and business operations, and put them in an ideal position to offer a new range of high-performance cloud services to enterprises and consumers.

Alcatel Lucent CloudBand is looking to recruit a student for a Python Software Engineer position.

Second \ third year student from university\ college
Grade average of 80+.
A background in Python - must.
A background in Java - advantage.
Experience in Linux – advantage.

Location in Kfar Saba.

You can also visit our web site: https://www.alcatel-lucent.com/solutions/cloudband

CV's can be sent to: jobs.il@alcatel-lucent.com